To compare the rate of recolonization and recovery following subpopulation extinction 116 between metapopulations with different degrees of network heterogeneity in their dispersal 117 corridors I conducted a fully crossed experiment with two treatments: corridor arrangement and 118 extinction level. Corridor arrangement treatments were produced in Metapopulation Microcosm 119 Plates (MMPs), which are devices that resemble 96-well microtiter plates in size and shape but 120 with corridors connecting the wells in a desired spatial configuration. Complete methods for 121 design, construction, and assembly of MMPs are described by Kurkjian (2019) . Here, 95 of the 122 96 wells were connected by 176 corridors. One unconnected well served as an uninoculated 123 control. The three corridor arrangements were: homogeneous, heterogeneous, and variable 124 ( Figure 1 ). In the homogeneous arrangement, wells were connected in an even lattice 125 arrangement by 4.0 mm corridors. In the heterogeneous arrangement, wells were connected by 126 corridors of variable lengths. Well connectivities followed a right-skewed distribution such that 127 a few wells were highly connected whereas most were connected to only one or two other wells. 128 In the variable arrangement, the wells were connected in the even lattice arrangement of the 129 homogeneous treatment with the distribution of corridor lengths matching the heterogeneous 130 treatment.
plates were incubated at 22℃ for 48 hours, then subsampled into daughter plates with identical 139 corridor arrangements using a plate replicator from which a random subset of pins had been 140 removed (e.g. to create the 10% treatment, 10 pins were removed from the plate replicator). The 141 identities of the extinct wells were chosen by sorting the wells of the heterogeneous corridor 142 arrangement by their degree (number of neighbors) and choosing a random subset of each 143 degree, approximately in proportion with the overall degree distribution of the heterogeneous 144 treatment ( Figure S1 ). The same well identities were extinguished in every corridor arrangement 145 treatment, such that if well B6 was chosen as an extinct well, it was made to go extinct in all 146 plates. Each daughter plate was incubated at 22℃ for 156 hours and its fluorescence was 147 measured in a microplate reader every 12 hours. The full experiment was run six times for a 148 total of six replicates (plates) of each treatment combination. All uninoculated controls remained 149 sterile.
150
To measure recovery following extinction, I calculated the deviation of each well on each 151 treatment plate from the corresponding well on its control plate (the 0% extinction plate 152 subsampled from the same parent plate), normalized to the control value and starting inoculum 153 concentration, using the following formula: where FluorT is the fluorescence of the treatment well, FluorC is the fluorescence of the 158 corresponding control well, and Start is the concentration of the culture from which the parent Apart from the homogeneous corridor 10% extinction treatment combination, which 204 grew faster than the control during all periods, all 10% and 50% extinction metapopulations 205 began to recover (approach their controls) after 24 hours. All 90% extinction metapopulations 206 began to recover after 36 hours (Table S1a ). All extinct subpopulations in the 10% and 50% 207 extinction metapopulations began to recover after 24 hours and all extinct subpopulations in the 208 90% extinction metapopulations began to recover after 36 hours (Table S1b) .
209
In general, the metapopulations experiencing 10% extinction recovered to the highest All recovery phase trajectories were fit best (had the lowest AICc value) by a quadratic or 228 cubic model. The mean recoveries of all subpopulations were fit best by cubic models for all 229 treatment combinations except 10% and 50% extinction in homogeneous corridors and 10% 230 extinction in variable corridors, which were fit best by quadratic models (Table S2a ). The 231 recoveries of extinct subpopulations were fit best by cubic models for all treatment combinations 232 except 10% extinction in homogeneous and heterogeneous corridors and 50% extinction in 233 variable corridors; those exceptions were fit best by quadratic models (Table S2b) . 234 For the mean recovery of all subpopulations, the maximum rate of recovery in 235 metapopulations with heterogeneous corridors was highest in the 50% extinction treatment, (Figure 6a ).
254
In metapopulations with the heterogeneous corridor arrangement, extinct subpopulations 255 took an average of 72 hours to recover from both 10% and 50% extinction treatments. In 256 metapopulations with the homogeneous corridor arrangement, extinct subpopulations took 36 257 hours and 144 hours to recover from 10% and 50% extinction treatments, respectively. In 258 metapopulations with variable corridor arrangements, extinct subpopulations took 48 hours and 259 120 hours to recover from 10% and 50% extinction treatments, respectively (Figure 6b ). All polynomial regression models of all subpopulation recoveries containing an 264 interaction term fit the data equivalently well and better than all models that did not contain an 265 interaction term (Table S3a ). Tukey's Honestly Significant Difference showed that all corridor 266 arrangement by extinction level treatment combinations were significantly different from all 267 others (pHSD < 0.001) except 50% extinction in homogeneous corridors from 50% extinction in 268 heterogeneous corridors (pHSD = 0.149), 90% extinction in variable corridors from 90% 269 extinction in homogeneous corridors (pHSD = 0.102), and 90% extinction in variable corridors 270 from 90% extinction in heterogeneous corridors (pHSD = 0.173). The same pattern was true 271 among models of extinct subpopulation recoveries (Table S3b) . In this experiment, metapopulations with heterogeneous corridor arrangements had a 278 faster maximum rate of recovery from all levels of extinction than those with other corridor 279 arrangements, which matched my predictions. However, that greater maximum speed translated 280 to a shorter absolute time to recovery only in the 50% extinction treatment. Following the 10% 281 extinction treatment, metapopulations with homogeneous corridor arrangements recovered to 282 their control condition in a shorter absolute time than did the heterogeneous metapopulations.
283
This may be because when extinctions occur in a random subset of subpopulations, few are 284 likely to occur in adjacent subpopulations, and therefore an extinct subpopulation is almost 285 certain to be adjacent to an occupied subpopulation, which leads to rapid recolonization. In the 286 homogeneous treatment, that extinct subpopulation is always only a short distance from its 287 occupied neighbor, again leading to rapid recolonization. However, in the heterogeneous 288 treatment, bacteria may have to travel down a longer corridor, despite being only a short straight- the difference between the heterogeneous and homogeneous treatments can be attributed to their 313 differences in corridor length, a portion can also be attributed directly to differences in their 314 network heterogeneity.
315
In standard deviation too, the variable corridor treatment is intermediate between the 316 homogeneous corridors, which had the lowest variation in deviation from the control, and 317 heterogeneous corridors, which had the highest variation, except for at the 10% extinction level 318 when the variable treatment slightly exceeded the heterogeneous in variability. Here again, it is 319 possible that the difference in corridor length between the homogeneous and heterogeneous 320 15 treatments contributes to the difference in their variability, because in order for an extinct 321 subpopulation to be recolonized individuals must travel from an occupied subpopulation. In a 322 homogeneous metapopulation that distance is always the same, while in a heterogeneous 323 metapopulation the distance, and therefore the time for an extinct subpopulation to be 324 recolonized, will vary. If this variability in corridor length and travel time was the principal 325 driver of differences in recovery between the heterogeneous and homogeneous corridor 326 treatments, we would expect the standard deviation of the variable treatment to match that of the 327 heterogeneous treatment. Its position intermediate between the heterogeneous and homogeneous 328 treatments suggests again that while corridor length contributes to this difference, network 329 heterogeneity is also important.
330
While it is unfortunate that none of the 90% extinction treatments recovered fully to the 331 level of their controls within the timeframe of the experiments (which due to the physical 332 constraints of the experimental setup had to be confined to 5 days), we can consider their rates of 333 recovery. In the 10% extinction treatment, despite the fact that the heterogeneous corridor 334 metapopulation has the highest rate of recovery, the homogeneous corridor metapopulation 335 recovers in the shortest absolute time because it begins its recovery sooner and never deviates as 336 far from its control as does the heterogeneous metapopulation. In the 50% extinction treatment, 337 the heterogeneous metapopulation again deviates the farthest from its own control, but the 338 combination of beginning its recovery at the same time as the other corridor arrangements and 339 having a faster rate of recovery, leads to a shorter absolute time to recovery. In the 90% 340 extinction treatment, by comparison, the heterogeneous metapopulation continues its pattern of 341 deviating the farthest from its control, although the difference between the greatest deviation of 342 the homogeneous and heterogeneous treatments is smaller than in the other extinction treatments.
16
The heterogeneous metapopulation also has the highest rate of recovery in the 90% extinction 344 treatment, although it is lower than the rate of recovery of the heterogeneous metapopulation in 345 the 50% extinction treatment and the difference between the rates of the heterogeneous and 346 homogeneous metapopulations in the 90% extinction treatment is much smaller than in the 50% 347 extinction treatment. This suggests that while the heterogeneous metapopulation had the shortest 348 time to recovery in the 50% extinction treatment, that pattern might not have continued in the 349 90% extinction treatments, had they had the time and resources to recover to control levels. This (2000) and Levins (1969) models to predict that 359 higher network heterogeneity in metapopulations will lead to a higher proportion of occupied 360 patches, but that that pattern will reverse at low extinction-to-colonization ratios. Highly 361 connected subpopulations are likely to be recolonized more quickly by their occupied neighbors.
362
But whether that higher rate of recolonization translates into faster recovery of the 363 metapopulation has not been explored empirically. In this experiment, extinct subpopulations 364 were recolonized fastest in metapopulations with heterogeneous corridors, and that 365 recolonization led to faster recovery of the metapopulations themselves.
366
Understanding this type of interplay between connectivity and metapopulation dynamics 367 is critical to conservation. For example, Fortuna and colleagues (Fortuna et al. 2006) found that 368 variation in the wetness of the environment affected the availability of dispersal corridors for 369 amphibians between temporary ponds, but that because of underlying connectivity amongst the 370 ponds, amphibian dispersal was unlikely to be dramatically affected by loss of individual ponds. parent plate were then sub-sampled into parent plates with homogeneous, heterogeneous, and 467 variable corridor arrangements. These parent plates were incubated at 22℃ for 48 hours. To 468 create the different extinction levels, each parent plate was subsampled to daughter plates with 469 identical corridor arrangements with either 10%, 50%, or 90% of plate replicator pins removed.
470
The daughter plates were incubated 22℃ for 156 hours and each was read in a plate reader every 471 12 hours. 
